Abstract This paper presents the development of a genetic algorithm for determining a common linear machine sequence for multi-products with different operation sequences and facilities with a limited number of duplicate machine types available for a job. This work aims to minimize the total flow distance traveled by products, reduce the number of machines arranged in the final linear sequence, and decrease the total investment cost of the machines used in the final sequence. We assume that product flow runs only in the forward direction, either via insequence or bypass movement. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm by solving a typical layout design problem taken from literature, and several randomly generated problems. Results indicate that the proposed algorithm serves as a practical decision support tool for resolving layout problems in manufacturing facilities.
Introduction
Modern product lifecycles have become shorter in recent years given rapid technological development. Manufacturing companies have responded to this problem by enhancing their production processes, giving rise to the concept of multiproduct flow lines in manufacturing systems. The application of this concept to multiple product manufacturing has become a challenge among researchers and enterprises. Multi-product flow lines enable the simultaneous production of different commodities in a single flow line setup, thereby maximizing the manufacturing process [1] . Machine layout or flow line design involves determining the relative positions of machines (i.e., the layout) in facilities where a given product is manufactured.
Assembly cell layouts can be classified as a (a) unidirectional network loop layout, (b) linear single-row layout, (c) linear double-row layout, (d) circular layout, and (e) cluster layout [2, 3] . A linear machine sequence is the most commonly used in production systems because of its simplicity and efficient flow structure [4, 5] , and because it lends itself to the arrangement of machines in a variety of flow configurations, such as a straight line, U-shaped line, serpentine line, or loop for a conveyor or automated guided vehicle system [6] . It presents the advantages of shorter flow distance, easier control of the production process, and easier material handling. It is also the most prevalent layout form in cellular manufacturing systems and flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) [5, 7] . In this work, therefore, we choose a linear machine sequencing method.
Literature review
Many researchers have discussed the linear sequencing of machines for solving flow layout problems. Houshyar and McGinnis [8] introduced a heuristic for assigning facilities to locations for the purpose of minimizing the travel distance traversed during work progress in a straight track. The established heuristic exhibited better performance than did the modified and classical lower bound methods.
The triangle assignment algorithm was used by Heragu and Kusiak [4] in solving the machine layout problems in an FMS. The computational time of the proposed algorithm was comparable to that of existing methods. The authors [9] also presented two efficient models, namely, a linear continuous and linear mixed integer, for facility layout problems. The models do not necessitate prior knowledge of site locations. The authors showed that the continuous models are more useful for solving facility layout problems than are other models presented in literature.
Heragu and Alfa [3] experimentally analyzed simulated annealing-based algorithms, namely, a modified penalty algorithm, the simulated annealing algorithm, and a hybrid simulated annealing algorithm for singlerow layout problems in facilities of unequal areas and for multi-row layout problems in facilities of equal areas. The authors concluded that the hybrid algorithm produces better quality solutions than do the first two algorithms, although the former involves slightly longer computational time.
Kouvelis and Chiang [10] implemented a simulated annealing procedure to determine a flow line (or singlerow layout) under the assumptions that the number of machines is fixed and backtrack movements are allowed. The authors aimed to determine a machine sequence with minimum total backtrack distance.
Ho et al. [11] proposed two flow analysis methods for a multi-flow line layout design to realize shorter flow distances: The first method features a traditional line structure for analysis, whereas the second implements a network structure. The authors also developed a heuristic patternmatching method for single-row layout problems in FMSs, in which a linear machine sequence is initially constructed for the product that entails the largest number of operations.
Braglia [12] regarded the linear machine sequencing problem as a non-polynomial hard combinatorial problem. The number of possible sequences grows exponentially because the use of duplicate machines is allowed. Moreover, the set of all feasible sequences is not merely a set of simple permutations of a fixed number of machines given that the sequences must satisfy the different operation sequences of all products. The author determined a linear machine sequence with minimum expected movement of the machine handling device located between machines in a machine cell. The expected movement is determined by the frequency of part displacements between machines. 
